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Differential gradients of interaction affinities drive
efficient targeting and recycling in the GET pathway
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Efficient and accurate localization of membrane proteins requires
a complex cascade of interactions between protein machineries.
This requirement is exemplified in the guided entry of tailanchored (TA) protein (GET) pathway, where the central targeting
factor Get3 must sequentially interact with three distinct binding
partners to ensure the delivery of TA proteins to the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) membrane. To understand the molecular principles
that provide the vectorial driving force of these interactions, we
developed quantitative fluorescence assays to monitor Get3–
effector interactions at each stage of targeting. We show that
nucleotide and substrate generate differential gradients of interaction energies that drive the ordered interaction of Get3 with
successive effectors. These data also provide more molecular
details on how the targeting complex is captured and disassembled by the ER receptor and reveal a previously unidentified
role for Get4/5 in recycling Get3 from the ER membrane at the end
of the targeting reaction. These results provide general insights
into how complex protein interaction cascades are coupled to energy inputs in biological systems.
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embrane proteins comprise ∼30% of the proteome; their
efficient and accurate localization is crucial for the
structure and function of all cells. Although the well-studied
cotranslational signal recognition particle pathway delivers numerous endoplasmic reticulum (ER) -destined proteins (1),
many membrane proteins use posttranslational targeting pathways with mechanisms that are far less well understood. A salient
example is tail-anchored (TA) proteins, which comprise 3–5% of
the eukaryotic membrane proteome and play essential roles in
numerous processes, including protein translocation, vesicular
trafficking, quality control, and apoptosis (2–5). Because their
sole transmembrane domain is at the extreme C terminus, TA
proteins cannot engage the cotranslational signal recognition
particle machinery and instead, must use posttranslational
pathways for localization (6).
In the guided entry of TA protein (GET) pathway, TA proteins are initially captured by the yeast cochaperone Sgt2 (or
mammalian SGTA) (2, 7). The Get4/5 complex then enables
loading of the TA substrate from Sgt2 onto Get3 (or mammalian
TRC40), the central targeting factor (7–9). The Get3/TA complex
binds a receptor complex on the ER membrane comprised of Get1
and Get2, through which the TA protein is released from Get3 and
inserted into the membrane (10–12). Dissociation from Get1/2
is then needed to recycle Get3 for additional rounds of targeting
(11–13). Knockout of Get3 (or TRC40) confers stress sensitivity
in yeast and embryonic lethality in mammals, underscoring its
essential role in the proper functioning of the cell (10, 14, 15).
TA protein targeting is driven by the ATPase cycle of Get3,
a member of the signal recognition particle, MinD and BioD
class of nucleotide hydrolases (8, 16). Crystallographic studies
revealed that Get3 is an obligate homodimer, in which the
ATPase domains bridge the dimer interface and are connected
to helical domains (17, 18). Notably, the conformation of Get3
can be tuned by its nucleotide state, the TA substrate, and its
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binding partners (11, 12, 17, 19). Apo-Get3 is in an open conformation, in which the helical domains are disconnected (18).
ATP biases Get3 to more closed structures, in which the helical
domains form a contiguous hydrophobic surface implicated in
TA protein binding (17, 18, 20). The Get4/5 complex further
locks Get3 into an occluded conformation, in which ATP is
tightly bound, but its hydrolysis is delayed, priming Get3 into the
optimal state to capture the TA substrate (19, 21). TA proteins
induce additional association of Get3 dimers to form a closed
tetramer, which stimulates rapid ATP hydrolysis and delays ADP
release (19, 22). Finally, Get1 strongly binds apo-Get3 in the
open conformation (see below), likely at the end of the targeting
reaction (11, 12, 23).
The GET pathway demands a sequential cascade of interactions of Get3 with three distinct binding partners: the Get4
subunit in the Get4/5 complex and the Get1 and Get2 subunits
in the Get1/2 receptor complex. All three partners share overlapping binding sites on Get3 (Fig. S1) (21), raising intriguing
questions as to the mechanisms that ensure the high spatial and
temporal accuracy of these protein interactions. For example,
Get3 must first interact with Get4/5 in the cytosol to facilitate the
loading of TA substrate (7, 9). It is unclear what then drives the
release of Get3 from Get4/5 and enables its transit to the ER
membrane, where it interacts with the Get1/2 receptor instead.
Similarly, how Get3 and the Get3/TA complex transit between
different subunits of the Get1/2 receptor at the ER membrane
remains unclear. Get1/2 (WRB/CAML in mammals) is necessary
and sufficient for TA protein insertion at the ER membrane (12,
13, 24, 25). Crystallographic analyses revealed that Get1 binds
strongly to apo- or ADP-bound Get3 in the open conformation
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(11, 12, 23), whereas Get2 can bind Get3 in semiclosed or closed
states (11, 12). In vitro reconstitution experiments showed that
high concentrations of Get1 but not Get2 can trigger substrate
release from Get3 (12). These observations led to the model that
Get2 first captures Get3, whereas Get1 is responsible for disassembling the targeting complex (2, 13). Nevertheless, the
subunit that is responsible for capturing the Get3/TA targeting
complex has not been experimentally addressed, and whether
Get1 or Get2 can discriminate different substrate-bound states
of Get3 also has not been addressed.
At the end of targeting, Get1 is tightly bound to apo-Get3 (11–
13). Experiments with the cytosolic domain (CD) of Get1 show
that its interaction with Get3 is strongly antagonized by ATP,
leading to the current model that ATP drives the recycling of
Get3 from the ER membrane (11, 12). However, two observations raise difficulties with this minimal model. In experiments
with intact ER membranes or Get1/2 proteoliposomes (PLs),
ATP is insufficient to completely release Get3 from the membrane (12, 13). Furthermore, the tight interaction of Get1 with
Get3 raises the possibility that their dissociation is slow (11),
which could pose potential barriers for subsequent rounds of TA
protein targeting.
To address these issues, we developed fluorescence assays to
report on the interaction of Get3 with its effectors. Quantitative
measurements show that both substrate and nucleotide regulate
the interaction of Get3 with Get4/5 and Get1/2, generating differential gradients of interaction energies that drive the ordered
transit of Get3 from one binding partner to the next. These
results also reveal an active role of ATP in displacing Get3 from
Get1, which together with Get4/5, ensures the effective recycling
of Get3 back to the cytosol.
Results

Fig. 1. Nucleotide and substrate govern how Get3 interacts with Get4/5. (A)
Structure of Get3 (yellow) bound to Get4/5N (red) (22). Inset shows the
placement of the reporter dye on Get4. (B) Representative equilibrium
titrations for the binding of Get3 to Get4/5 in the apo- (▲) and ATP-bound
(●) states. Data were fit to Eq. S1, and Kd values are summarized in Table S1.
(C) Representative equilibrium titrations for binding of the Get3/TA complex
to Get4/5 in the apo- (×) and ATP-bound (●) states. The data were fit to Eq.
S1, and Kd values are summarized in Table S1. The dotted line depicts Get4/5
binding to ATP-bound Get3 from B and is shown for comparison. (D) Summary of the binding constants (Kbinding = 1/Kd) of Get4/5 to Get3 and Get3/
TA. Values represent means ± SDs with n ≥ 3. A.U., arbitrary unit.

Nucleotide and Substrate Govern How Get3 Interacts with Get4/5.

To characterize the interaction of Get3 with full-length heterotetrameric Get4/5 (9), we developed a sensitive fluorescencebased binding assay (Fig. 1A). Get4 contains two cysteines: one is
buried, and one is mutated to threonine without affecting function. Using this cyslite Get4/5, we detected its binding to Get3
based on a 70% increase in the fluorescence of acrylodan-labeled
Get4 at an engineered cysteine at position 48 (Fig. S2A). Labeled
Get4/5 is functional in regulating the ATPase activity of Get3
(Fig. S2B). This assay enables us to quantitatively measure the
kinetics and equilibrium of the interaction of Get3 with the
Get4/5 complex and test how their interaction is regulated in
the GET pathway.
We and others have previously shown that Get4/5 specifically
enhances ATP binding to Get3 (19) and vice versa (9, 13, 21). In
support of this model, equilibrium titrations based on the fluorescence assay show that ATP-bound Get3 binds the Get4/5 complex
80-fold more strongly than apo-Get3 (Fig. 1B and Tables S1, S2,
and S3). The equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) observed here
for Get3–Get4/5 binding in ATP is 3.2 nM, over 40-fold tighter than
values previously obtained using a dimeric Get4/5 complex with
a truncated Get5 (Get4/5N) (Tables S1, S2, and S3) (21, 26). Thus,
although Get5 is distant from the Get3–Get4 binding interface, fulllength Get5 greatly strengthens the association of Get4 with Get3.
After the TA substrate is loaded onto Get3, it must detach
from Get4/5 and contact the Get1/2 receptors instead. We asked
whether the TA substrate or nucleotide state of Get3 was sufficient to provide the vectorial driving force for these events. We
coexpressed Get3 with a model TA substrate, Sbh1, and purified
recombinant Get3/Sbh1 complexes (19, 22). When freshly prepared, the recombinant Get3/Sbh1 complex is competent for
insertion of Sbh1 into ER microsomes (Fig. S2 C and D). Our
results show that, in the ATP-bound state, the interaction of
Get4/5 with the Get3/Sbh1 complex was significantly weakened
compared with free Get3 (Kd = 46.3 vs. 3.2 nM) (Fig. 1 C and D
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and Table S1). Remarkably, no interaction could be detected
between Get4/5 and the apo-Get3/Sbh1 complex (Fig. 1 C and D
and Table S1). Thus, the combination of substrate loading and
nucleotide release drives the dissociation of Get3 from Get4/5.
Given the extremely tight interaction of Get3 with Get4/5 in
ATP, the question arises as to how Get3 samples various
Sgt2•Get4/5 complexes for the presence of the TA substrate.
Kinetic measurements show that Get3–Get4/5 association in
ATP is extraordinarily fast—at the diffusion limit of macromolecular interactions (∼108 M−1 s−1) (Fig. 2 A and B and Table
S2). Furthermore, the association kinetics exhibit a strong dependence on ionic strength (Fig. 2C and Table S2), showing that
rapid initial Get3–Get4/5 association is, in part, driven by electrostatic attractions. Although all of the rate measurements
showed two kinetic phases (Fig. 2 and Tables S2 and S3), the
difference between the two phases is modest (≤10-fold in rates
and ≤2-fold in equilibrium) and does not affect the conclusions
herein. Interestingly, dissociation of the complex is also fast (Fig.
2D and Table S3), indicating that the Get3•Get4/5 complex is
highly dynamic.
Collectively, these results show that, in the ATP-bound state, the
interaction of Get3 with Get4/5 is tight but highly dynamic,
allowing Get3 to sample multiple Get4/5 complexes on a short
timescale. Furthermore, TA substrate loading and nucleotide release collectively drive the dissociation of Get3 from Get4/5, enabling the transit of the targeting complex to the ER membrane.
Interaction of Get3/TA with the Get1/2 Receptor. To test how the
Get3 targeting cycle is completed at the ER membrane, we began
by examining the CDs of Get1 and Get2 (Get1-CD and Get2-CD,
respectively), both of which bind Get3 through overlapping sites
(Fig. S1) (11, 12). Both Get1 and Get2 are cysteineless, in which
engineered single cysteines were introduced for fluorescence
Rome et al.

Fig. 2. Get3 binds to Get4/5 with rapid dynamics. (A) Representative time
course of Get4/5 binding to ATP-bound Get3. Arrows indicate the two kinetic phases. (B) Observed association rate constants (kobsd) are plotted as
a function of Get3 concentration to determine the association rate constant
(kon) for both the first (●) and second (▲) kinetic phases. The data were fit
to Eq. S2, and the kon values are reported in Table S2. (C) Get3–Get4/5 association rates are highly salt-sensitive (Table S2). (D) Representative kinetics
of Get3–ATP dissociation from Get4/5. The derived rate constants are summarized in Table S3. A.U., arbitrary unit.

labeling. This strategy enabled us to directly monitor the binding of
Get3 to Get1-CD or Get2-CD based on robust increases in the
fluorescence anisotropy of fluorescein labeled at Get1(C62) or
Get2(C34) (Fig. 3A). In addition, Get3 binding strongly enhances the fluorescence of coumarin-labeled Get1(C62) (Fig. S3A),
providing an independent assay to measure the interaction of
Get3 with Get1-CD. The cysteine mutants of Get1-CD and
Get2-CD are functional in binding Get3 (Fig. S3B). Using these
assays, we tested how the interactions of Get3 with Get1 and
Get2 are regulated during targeting.
The equilibrium binding affinities of Get3 for Get1-CD and
Get2-CD were determined as a function of the substrate- and
nucleotide-bound states of Get3 (Fig. 3 B and C) and summarized in the order by which the Get3/TA complex proceeds
through its ATPase cycle during the targeting reaction (Fig. 4
and Table S4). Before nucleotide release, Get2 has >10-fold
higher affinity for the Get3/TA complex than Get1, suggesting
that Get2 is responsible for initial capture of the targeting
complex (Fig. 4, Get3/TA complex). Whereas the Get2–Get3
interaction is only modestly sensitive to the nucleotide state and
substrate binding of Get3, Get1 strongly prefers to bind free apoGet3, such that in this state, Get3 has a 10-fold higher affinity for
Get1 than Get2 (Fig. 4, red vs. purple bars). Finally, after ADP is
released, Get1-CD binds the Get3/TA complex with an affinity
similar to that of Get2-CD (Fig. 4, apo-Get3/TA and Table S4),
suggesting that nucleotide release is a key event on which the
targeting complex initiates contact with Get1. Thus, nucleotideand substrate-induced conformational changes allow Get3 to
sequentially interact with Get2 and then Get1 at the membrane.
Rome et al.

ATP Actively Displaces Get3 from Get1. At the end of the targeting
reaction, Get3 is locked into a tight complex with Get1 (11–13)
(Fig. 4). As expected from the overlapping binding sites of Get1
and ATP on Get3, it has been reported that Get1 and ATP antagonize each other’s binding (11, 12, 23), which we also observed
in our fluorescence assays (Fig. 4). Although most of the available
data support a role of ATP as a competitor that prevents Get3

Fig. 3. Fluorescence assays for analyzing the interaction of Get3 with Get1CD and Get2-CD. (A) Fluorescence anisotropy of 200 nM fluorescein-labeled
Get2-CD–T34C (Get2*) and Get1-CD–Q62C (Get1*) by itself in the presence of
2 μM Get3 (+Get3) or Get3 and excess unlabeled Get1-CD or Get2-CD (+chase).
(B and C) Representative equilibrium titrations for binding of (B) Get1* and
(C) Get2* to apo-Get3 and apo-Get3/TA.
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Get3 Interactions with the Full-Length Receptor in PLs. To test the
insights from measurements with Get1-CD and Get2-CD in the
context of the full-length proteins in the membrane environment,
we expressed and purified full-length Get1 and Get2 and incorporated them either individually or together into PLs (Fig.
S4). Get1/2-PL was highly active in mediating the insertion of the
model TA substrate Sbh1 (Fig. S4D). Using a semiquantitative
PL sedimentation assay (Fig. 5A), we varied the nucleotide and
substrate occupancy of Get3 and measured the amount of Get3
bound to either Get1-PL or Get2-PL (Fig. 5B). In general, we
found that Get3 binding with Get1-PL and Get2-PL could be
detected at much lower concentrations than its respective Kd
values for Get1-CD and Get2-CD (Materials and Methods).
Nevertheless, in agreement with results obtained with the CDs,
Get2-PL bound to Get3 with modest sensitivity to the nucleotide
state or the presence of TA substrate (Fig. 5B). In contrast,
Get1-PL bound most strongly to apo-Get3; the interaction is
much weaker with the apo-Get3/TA complex and undetectable
above background if Get3/TA is loaded with ATP (Fig. 5C).
Surprisingly, although ATP is expected to completely antagonize
Get1 binding to Get3 based on the results with Get1-CD (11–13)
(results above), binding of Get1-PL to ATP-bound Get3 was still
observed, although it was weaker compared with binding to apoGet3 (Fig. 5). In summary, binding of Get3 to full-length Get1
and Get2 in the membrane qualitatively recapitulates the trends
observed with Get1-CD and Get2-CD, with one notable exception for Get1 interaction with ATP-bound Get3.

would be required to partition Get3 back to the cytosol. Although super physiological levels of ATP could remove a substantial fraction of Get3 from Get1-PL, a combination of ATP
and Get4/5 was required to completely displace Get3 from Get1PL (Fig. 7A).

Fig. 4. Interaction of Get3 with Get1-CD or Get2-CD is modulated by
nucleotide state and TA loading. The binding affinities (Kbinding = 1/Kd) of
Get3 for Get2-CD (purple) and Get1-CD (red) in different substrate occupancy and nucleotide states are summarized in the order in which Get3
transitions through the ATPase cycle in the GET pathway. Table S4 shows
values of Kd.

from rebinding to Get1-CD, surface plasmon resonance analyses
by Kubota et al. (23) further suggested that ATP could play
a more active role in inducing the release of Get3 from Get1. To
test this hypothesis more systematically, we compared the kinetics
of Get3 dissociation from Get1-CD driven by either ATP or
unlabeled Get1 that simply traps spontaneously dissociated Get3
(Fig. 6A, cartoon). We found that the Get3•Get1-CD complex is
kinetically stable, with a lifetime of ∼200 s (Fig. 6A, black). Remarkably, ATP accelerates the release of Get3 from Get1-CD at
least 30-fold, reducing the lifetime of the complex to <5 s (Fig.
6A, orange and Table S4). These results show that ATP does not
act as a passive trap but rather, actively displaces Get3 from Get1.
Independent evidence for an active displacement mechanism
was obtained by monitoring the reciprocal reaction: release of
mant-ATP from Get3 (19). To test whether Get1 actively displaces ATP from Get3, we compared the kinetics of mant-ATP
release from Get3 driven by either Get1-CD or unlabeled ATP
that simply traps spontaneously released Get3 (Fig. 6B, cartoon).
The data show that, reciprocally, Get1 accelerates ATP release
from Get3 >30-fold (Fig. 6B). Together, these results show a
highly active disassembly process, in which Get1 and ATP push
each other from Get3.
Get4/5 Facilitates Recycling of Get3 from the ER Membrane. Although ATP can displace Get3 from Get1, our results with
Get1-PL suggested that ATP alone is insufficient to drive the
complete release of Get3 from the full-length receptor at the
membrane (Fig. 5). Incomplete removal of Get3 by ATP was
also observed with yeast ER microsomes (Fig. 7B). These
results are consistent with previous observations that Get3
could only be competed off Get1/2-PL or ER microsomes
under conditions where ATP and excess Get3 competitor
were used (13) or Get1-PL•Get3 complexes were subjected to
rapid pull downs in the presence of ATP (12). To address this
problem, we preincubated Get3 with Get1-PL and tested the
combination of factors that is required for complete removal
of Get3 from Get1. Given the high affinity of Get4/5 for ATPbound Get3 (Fig. 1), we suspected that both ATP and Get4/5
E4932 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1411284111

Fig. 5. Interactions of Get3 with the full-length receptor in PLs. (A) Cartoon
depicting the PL sedimentation assay as described in Materials and Methods.
(B and C) Results of the sedimentation assay with (B) Get1-PL and (C) Get2-PL
are (B, Upper and C, Upper) analyzed by silver stain of the pellet fraction
(compare with A) and (B, Lower and C, Lower) quantified. Get3 contains an
HIS6 tag and therefore, can be distinguished from untagged Get3 in Get3/TA
complexes. The substrate loading and nucleotide (ntd) state of Get3 are indicated. Quantification details are in Materials and Methods. Note that
equimolar Get3 stains much more strongly than Get1, which stains much
more strongly than Get2 by silver stain.
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Fig. 6. ATP actively displaces Get3 from Get1. (A) Dissociation kinetics of
a preformed Get3•Get1-CD N-(7-dimethylamino-4-methylcoumarin-3-yl))
maleimide–labeled complex driven by either 2 mM ATP (orange) or 8.5 μM
unlabeled Get1-CD (black). (B) Dissociation kinetics of the Get3•mant-ATP
complex driven by either 2 mM ATP (orange) or 2.5 μM Get1-CD (black). A.U.,
arbitrary unit.

The same results were obtained with yeast ER microsomes
derived from a Get3 deletion strain (Δget3 yRM): the combination of ATP and Get4/5 at physiological concentrations (4 mM
ATP and 350 nM Get4/5) (27) was necessary and sufficient for
complete removal of Get3 from the ER membrane, whereas ATP
alone was not (Fig. 7B). As a control, we used a well-characterized
mutation in Get4 (Y29, Y30, E31 → AAA, or YYE) that weakens
Get3–Get4/5 binding (9). As expected, mutant Get4/5–YYE
exhibits a significant defect in removing Get3 from microsomes,
and this defect can be partially rescued at higher concentrations,
showing the specificity of this effect (Fig. S5A). These results
strongly suggest that Get4/5 is needed to efficiently recycle Get3
from the ER membrane at the end of TA targeting.
In previous work, we showed that Get4/5 induces Get3 into the
optimal conformation and nucleotide state conducive to TA
protein capture (19), an effect that can occur even in the absence
of Sgt2. This observation together with the finding here that
Get4/5 helps in the recycling of Get3 predict that Get4/5 plays
a more central role in TA protein targeting than Sgt2 in vivo. This
observation has been made in previous genetic analyses (7, 15).
To more directly probe for the efficiency of TA protein targeting,
we used an in vivo assay based on Kar2p secretion: defects in the
GET pathway cause defective biogenesis of SNARE proteins
required for retrograde vesicular trafficking of Kar2p from the
Golgi to the ER, leading to its leaky secretion. The results showed
that Δget4 causes a much stronger defect in TA protein biogenesis
than Δsgt2 (Fig. S5B). Collectively, this work and previous work
support additional roles for Get4/5 in the GET pathway beyond
bridging the transfer of TA substrate from Sgt2 to Get3.
Discussion
The GET pathway requires the highly ordered interaction of
Get3 with distinct partners that contact Get3 at overlapping
binding sites (Fig. S1) (21), raising intriguing questions as to how
Rome et al.

Get4/5 Samples and Discriminates Different Get3 States. The Get4/5
complex mediates the transfer of TA proteins from Sgt2 to
Get3 during TA targeting (7). Remarkably, association between
Get3 and Get4/5 occurs at diffusion-limited rates that are
among the fastest association rates observed between proteins.
These rapid associations are achieved, in part, by electrostatic
attractions, a recurring theme that has also been observed with
the barnase–barstar interaction (28), ubiquitin ligases binding
to ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes (29), and ribosomal binding
proteins (30). These rapid interactions allow Get3 to form
a tight complex with Get4/5, while still being able to sample
multiple Get4/5 complexes on a short timescale until it finds its
cognate TA substrate. Notably, Get4/5 also binds the TA
binding chaperone Sgt2 with rapid association and dissociation
rates (31). These examples likely underlie a common strategy,
where factors involved in membrane protein biogenesis continuously sample their environments.
Get4/5 displays an exceptional ability to discriminate between distinct nucleotide and substrate states of Get3. ATP
binding to Get3 enhances the interaction with Get4/5 80-fold,
whereas TA substrate occupancy weakens this interaction
16-fold, and nucleotide release from the Get3/TA complex
abolishes the interaction. This discrimination enables Get4/5
to strongly bind and preorganize Get3 in the correct nucleotide and conformational state to capture the TA substrate
but also, detach readily from Get3 after the TA substrate is

Fig. 7. Get4/5 facilitates efficient recycling of Get3 from the receptor
complex in the membrane. (A) Release of Get3 from full-length Get1-PL.
HIS6-Get3 was preincubated with Get1-PL for 15 min and chased with the
indicated factors for 10 min (Materials and Methods). PLs were sedimented
as in Fig. 5, and membrane-bound HIS6-Get3 was detected by Western blot
using anti-HIS antibody. (B) Same as in A except that Δget3 microsomal
membranes were used instead of PLs, and both the soluble (S) and pellet (P)
fractions were analyzed. (C) Quantification of the results in B.
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the correct sequence and timing of these molecular interactions
are ensured. In this work, quantitative analyses using fluorescence and biochemical assays resolve these questions, provide
more molecular details for the targeting and remodeling of the
Get3/TA complex at the membrane, and suggest a previously
unidentified role for Get4/5 in helping to recycle Get3 from
the membrane.

Fig. 8. (A) Model for TA targeting, insertion, and Get3 recycling at the ER membrane as described in the text. ADP-bound Get3/TA complexes transit to the
ER and are first tethered to the membrane by binding Get2 (step 1). ADP release induces a strained Get3/TA complex, initiating interaction with Get1 (step 2).
Get1 then drives the disassembly of the targeting complex (step 3). After TA insertion, ATP binding to the Get1•Get3 complex produces a highly unstable
intermediate, leading to facile displacement of Get3 from the membrane (steps 4 and 5). After ATP-bound Get3 dissociates from Get1, it rapidly forms a tight
complex with Get4/5, preventing rebinding to Get1 (step 5). The targeting cycle reinitiates after Get3 binds a new TA substrate (step 6). The question mark
marks denote unresolved issues about whether the Get1 (or Get2) subunit in question is outcompeted by or collaborates with the other subunit in interacting
with Get3. (B) Cartoon depicting the differential binding affinities of Get3 for Get4, Get2, and Get1 in different substrate and nucleotide states as described in
the text. T denotes GTP, and D denotes GDP, and Pi denotes the inorganic phosphate group.

loaded. The latter also implies that Get3 transits to the ER
membrane to interact with the Get1/2 receptor only when it
acquires its TA substrate. How Get4/5 generates this exquisite
molecular discrimination awaits to be determined.
Differential Interactions with Get1 and Get2 Drive the Capture and
Remodeling of the Targeting Complex. The mechanism of TA

protein insertion at the ER membrane remains enigmatic. Previous reconstitution and structural studies strongly suggest that,
in the Get1/2 receptor complex, Get1 is primarily responsible for
disassembly of the Get3/TA complex, whereas Get2 assists in
binding Get3 (11, 12). Our quantitative analyses corroborate the
sequence of events derived from previous studies, rationalize the
different roles of the Get1 and Get2 subunits, and give a higherresolution model for how Get3/TA complexes are captured,
processed, and recycled at the ER membrane (Fig. 8A).
We previously showed that, compared with free Get3, ADP
release from the Get3/TA complex is delayed 100-fold and ATP
rebinding is delayed >10,000-fold (19), suggesting that the Get3/
TA complex transits to the ER in the ADP state. The much
higher affinity of Get2-CD than Get1-CD for interaction with
the ADP-bound Get3/TA complex provides energetic evidence
that the targeting complex is first captured by interaction with
Get2 (Fig. 8A, step 1).
After ADP is released, multiple observations suggest that the
Get3/TA complex adopts a new conformational state, which we
term strained (Fig. 8A, step 2). On ADP release, the interaction
of Get4/5 with Get3/TA is completely abolished, whereas Get1
attains substantial affinity for the Get3/TA complex. Furthermore, the anisotropy values of both the Get1•Get3/TA and
Get2•Get3/TA complexes increase considerably when ADP
dissociates (Fig. S3C). At this stage, the affinities of Get1 and
Get2 for the Get3/TA complex become approximately equal.
Coupled with the strong preference of Get1 for apo-Get3, we
propose that ADP release represents a key switch point, where
Get1 initiates remodeling and disassembly of the Get3/TA
complex (Fig. 8A, steps 2 and 3). As proposed previously, the
strong preference of Get1 for apo-Get3 over Get3/TA and its
ability to insert into the hydrophobic cavity of Get3 (11, 12, 23)
can then be used to drive the disassembly of the targeting complex
(Fig. 8A, step 3).
After TA insertion, Get3 must partition back to the cytosol to
begin a new round of protein targeting. Here, we provide strong
evidence that ATP actively displaces Get3 from Get1 and brings
the kinetics of Get3 recycling to a much faster timescale. This
E4934 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1411284111

result also implies the existence of a transient Get3•Get1•ATP
intermediate during disassembly, in which ATP and Get1 push
one another to accelerate release (Fig. 8A, steps 4 and 5). Which
factor wins this tug of war depends on both their respective affinities for Get3 and concentrations in cells. Our results strongly
suggest that, after ATP-bound Get3 is released, Get4/5 is required for preventing the rebinding of Get3 to Get1 and maintaining a cytosolic pool of this factor (Fig. 8A, step 5). The
protein targeting cycle then resets after Get3 binds a new TA
substrate (Fig. 8A, step 6).
Perspective. Ensuring the spatial and temporal accuracy of protein interactions in the face of multiple competing interaction
partners is a general challenge in biological processes, including
signaling, enzymatic cascades, and circadian rhythms (32–35).
Previous work revealed many strategies to ensure accuracy, enforce directionality, and minimize cross-talk by using scaffolding
proteins that spatially organize components in a pathway (33, 34)
or kinetically controlling the attainment of multiple phosphorylation states of proteins enforced by a negative feedback loop
(32). The GET pathway is a salient example in which this challenge is manifested in a protein-targeting pathway. The results
herein show another mechanism to ensure accuracy and enforce
directionality through the ability of Get3 to adopt discrete conformational states in response to the TA substrate and nucleotide. This property generates differential gradients of interaction
affinities with its different binding partners (Fig. 8B) and provides
the vectorial driving force for the ordered capture of the TA
substrate and the targeting and disassembly of the targeting
complex during protein targeting. These results also rationalize
why two distinct subunits are required in the Get1/2 receptor: it
resolves the conflicting requirement of the membrane receptor to
both effectively capture and destabilize the targeting complex by
using Get1 and Get2 to fulfill these opposite functions. Effectively, Get2 bridges the gap during the interaction cycle of Get3
after Get3/TA dissociates from Get4 and before it can interact
effectively with Get1 (Fig. 8B). This strategy shares conceptual
parallels with the machineries mediating vesicular tethering and
fusion (36, 37). Analogous to the role of Rabs in tethering nascent vesicles to target organelles, Get2 acts to capture and tether
Get3/TA complexes to the ER membrane. Analogous to the role
of v-/t-SNAREs as remodeling machines that destabilize membrane bilayers to induce fusion (38, 39), Get1 acts to remodel and
disassemble the targeting complex to enable membrane insertion
Rome et al.

Materials and Methods
Protein Expression and Purification. ScGet45, ScGet3, and ScGet3/Sbh1 were
expressed and purified according to published procedures (9, 18, 19, 22).
Additional proteins were expressed and purified as described in SI Materials
and Methods.
Fluorescence Measurements. Proteins were labeled based on thio-specific
chemistry of engineered cysteines as described in SI Materials and
Methods. All fluorescence measurements were carried out at 25 °C in
Get3 assay buffer [50 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 150 mM potassium acetate,
5 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM DTT, 10% (vol/vol) glycerol] using a
Fluorolog-3–22 spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon) or a Kintek stopped flow
apparatus. Detailed experimental setups and analyses are described in
SI Materials and Methods.
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Membrane Reconstitution and Assays. PLs containing Get1, Get2, or the Get1/2
complex were prepared using a modification of published procedures (12) as
described in SI Materials and Methods. PL sedimentation assays are described in SI Materials and Methods. Microsomes were prepared from the
Δget3 yeast strain following published protocols (19) and stored at a concentration of 40 A280/mL.
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of the TA substrate. Such two-component systems may be a general strategy during protein targeting processes.

